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The ENHAGA Game’s plugins  

For the ENHAGA game, two plugins were developed to help game developers to add anti-

harassment functionalities to their online games: the ENHAGA chat and the ENHAGA text 

filter!   

 

The ENHAGA Chat is a text chat system that 

utilizes Matrix, an open standard for 

interoperable, decentralized, real-time 

communication. It is an open-source 

alternative to centralized communication 

platforms such as Messenger and Viber, 

where users do not have to connect to a 

centralized server for their communication, 

but they can create and run their own server 

called a homeserver.  

Although various applications for filtering text 

are widely available, it is often difficult and 

time consuming to integrate them into online 

games. The ENHAGA text filter plugin is a 

web-based, easy-to-use tool that runs 

alongside the game and filters inappropriate 

text. It provides profanity censorship and 

toxic text prediction. It can be used as a 

standalone application that game developers 

can run together with the game and use it to filter text coming from their user. 

Learn more about the plugins 

 

 

Aims of the project: 

● Preventing and combating psychological online harassment especially for girls and 

young female gamers 

● Promoting capacity-building for relevant professionals in the gaming sector 

● Making provisions for gamers from diverse backgrounds by helping to spread 

knowledge about the need to combat violence based on gender 

● Equipping relevant stakeholders with awareness, tools and empowerment in order to 

report cyber harassment and build cross-gender ecosystems of tolerance and respect 

 

https://enhaga-project.eu/
https://enhaga-project.eu/
https://twitter.com/enhaga_project
https://www.facebook.com/ENHAGA.Project
https://enhaga-project.eu/developer-resources/
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Partners: 

● ITALY: Cooperativa Sociale San Saturnino onlus [SANSAT] 

● GREECE: Kyttaro Enallaktikon Anazitiseon Neaon [KEAN] 

● CYPRUS: Ten Ton Train LTD 

● UNITED KINGDOM: Restorative Justice for All cic 

● GREECE: Symplexis 

● CYPRUS: Center For Social Innovation Ltd [CSI] 

● ITALY: Alternata S.i.lo.s. Societa’ Cooperativa Sociale 
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